PEN-International Summer Leadership Institute Testimonials

“I feel the miss of the castle and you now. I liked The Summer Leadership Institute much! Glad to meet you.” (Anastasia, student, Russia)

“I have returned to Russia with new knowledge and good impressions. I feel, that all of you have together allowed me to believe in yourselves even more.” (Tatiana, student, Russia)

“The experience in England was truly magnificent … I had a GRAND time and enjoyed learning from all of you. I feel richer as a result of all the cultural experiences you shared with us and I thank you!” (Vicki, speaker, USA)

“We are pleased to have spent an unforgettable week with the true leaders.” (Alexander, BMSTU Faculty, Russia)

“THANK YOU for making this trip unforgettable with all of the positive energy, open-mindedness, and desire to share and learn from each other. I have come back here with friends, a new state of mind and a heart filled with inspiration :-).” (Michelle, student, USA)

“We miss all of you. I hope we can create an e-group so that everyone --- faculty, students, interpreters, PEN friends --- can remain in touch with each other.” (John, CSB Faculty/ Interpreter, Philippines)

“I returned to America a new person, and thanks to all of you for being part of it.” (Jeremy, student, USA)

“I'm experiencing a castle withdrawal at the moment. I feel like I'm supposed to walk to the castle, see some ducks, eat breakfast and meet everyone at the conference room.” (Lizzie, student, USA)

“Thank you very much!” (Meng, student, China)

“We had a really good time in England! Students did have precious time and learned a lot, It is the case for me, too.” (Hiko, Tsukuba faculty, Japan)

“Thank you for your hard work. Our students would not forget this good time forever.” (Han Mei, Tianjin faculty/ interpreter, China)

“I thank you very much to my so good opportunity first, arriving at the Herstmonceux Castle East Sussex, the England study trains for a week in summer. This several days in, really brought me the very big results” (Xiao, student, China)

“Once again thank you for unforgettable week in England and purchase of valuable experience at dialogue with true LEADERS!” (Sanek, student, Russia)
“It was a really wonderful experience to be with all team members in the castle.”
(Eriko, Nippon Foundation, Japan)

“Thank you for this and thank you for a wonderful experience. I enjoyed the work
and the inspiration! Truly was exceptional.” (Doney, interpreter, USA)